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STARS/PowerChart Clinical Downtime Procedures
SECTION I – INTRODUCTION TO CLINICAL DOWNTIME PROCEDURES

A.

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this document is to provide clinical end users with procedures to use in
documenting inpatient/outpatient care during those periods when the Stony Brook electronic
patient record (EMR) and other electronic software related to Patient Care is not readily
available. These periods are commonly referred to as ‘downtime’. The EMR will be referred
to in this document as STARS (Stony Brook Totally Automated Record System)/ PowerChart.

The procedures are necessary to maintain continuity and completeness of the patient’s
medical record during a STARS/PowerChart downtime. In addition to these clinical
procedures, hospital staff working in ancillary departments will follow procedures specific to
their department to ensure that patient care is documented.

During the process of patient care, a number of systems interact with STARS/PowerChart and
impact inpatient clinical documentation. Therefore, clinical documentation procedures will
include instructions for downtime in related systems such as Admission, Discharge and
Transfer (ADT), and Enterprise Wide Scheduling (EWS).

B.

DEFINITIONS
1. Downtime: The period of time that any electronic documentation system is out of
service due to hardware/software failure or scheduled maintenance. Downtimes of
other systems, e.g. Interface Engine and others will limit the function of
STARS/PowerChart. Therefore, downtime procedures are included for
STARS/PowerChart and each electronic systems that impacts clinical documentation.

A. Scheduled Downtime: the period of time a system is out of service due to
planned maintenance. The users will be notified in advance.
B. Unscheduled Downtime: the period of time a system is out of service due to
hardware/software failure. The users will not have advance notice of an
unscheduled downtime.

C.

AVAILABILITY OF THE PATIENT RECORD DURING DOWNTIME

1.
10/3/2017

‘724’ Downtime Viewer
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UNAVAILABLE UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.
The ‘724’ Downtime Viewer is available on every unit to provide electronic patient
record information with immediate availability during scheduled and unscheduled
downtimes.
a.
b.

c.
d.

e.

2.

‘724’ Downtime Viewer is available on each unit.
The unit’s ‘724’ Downtime Viewer is designated by a red sign on the PC.
Instructions for use are attached to the computer that has the Downtime
Viewer installed.
The Viewer is accessed by launching the ‘724 Access Viewer’ application found
on the DTV computer’s desktop.
Passwords to the 724 Access Viewer will be available through the Nursing
Office to any designated clinical staff for each unit. Help Desk will provide
passwords for ‘724 Access Viewer to the Nursing Office.
Printed MAR for each inpatient nursing unit will be available for printout from
the PageCenter LRS system utilizing UHMC Domain password or the generic
password obtained from the Nursing Office.

Cerner Read Only Database
The Cerner Read Only Database is also available as a copy of all patient care
documentation in the STARS/PowerChart system. This database is activated during a
scheduled downtime so the clinicians can “view” patient care information including
power forms, eMAR, I&O, PAL, CareCompass, Chart Summary, Results/Flowsheet,
Rounds List and Inbox (Message Center.)
a) Information acquired during downtime will NOT be available.
b) The process for activating the Read Only Database will begin after 30 minutes
of downtime.
c) The Read Only Database will be available approximately two hours after the
downtime begins.
d) The Read Only Database will reflect a snapshot of Cerner PowerChart
production system (p159) taken 45 minutes prior to the downtime. The
information will be at least 2 hours and 45 minutes old.
e) An overhead announcement will be made when the read only database is
available. The Assistant Director of Nursing will be notified.

D.

DOWNTIME COMMUNICATION PLAN
1.

10/3/2017

Scheduled System Downtimes
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a) A current listing of planned downtimes can be found at the following
website:
https://extranet.stonybrookmedicine.edu/IT-infrastructure/services/
helpdesk/outages
b) A Hospital Downtime Committee meets to schedule necessary
downtime Software maintenance monthly. Schedule is frequently
updated.
c) The committee is comprised of Information Technology, Clinical
Transformation and Hospital Clinical representatives who coordinate
scheduled downtimes.
d) Scheduled Downtimes are planned one month in advance to give end
users adequate notice and to minimize disruption of patient care.
e) The Help Desk will notify all Stony Brook employees via E-mail in
advance of scheduled downtimes.
f) The Help Desk will notify the Assistant Director of Nursing just prior to
the beginning of the scheduled downtime, and again at the end.
g) The Cerner Read Only Database will be activated prior to a downtime
with an expected duration of 2 hours or greater.
2.

Unscheduled System Downtimes
a.
b.

c.

d.
e.

f.

g.
h.

10/3/2017

Help Desk will identify or be notified of the unscheduled outage.
The Help Desk will notify all clinical staff and Healthcare Providers by email
with information on the system that is in downtime and the impact on
documentation.
The Help Desk will notify the Switch Board to make the following
announcement over the public address system: “The University Hospital
STARS PowerChart System is temporarily unavailable.” If individual
applications are down the announcement will identify the application
specifically (i.e. FirstNet, Capacity Management, SurgiNet.)
The Help Desk telephone greeting will be changed to a recorded message
advising the caller of a brief outage.
The Help Desk will provide passwords for the unit’s ‘724 Access Viewer by
informing the Nursing Office of the 724 Downtime username and password.
The 724 Access Viewer will be found on the nursing unit PC designated with a
red sign.
Printed MAR for each inpatient nursing unit will be available through the Help
Desk and distributed from the Nursing Office. Please note, printing of the
MAR requires approximately 40-60 minutes. Patient Rounds List will be
available and can be printed at request of CMIO or CNIO.
The ‘724’ Access Viewer will be accessed for STARS/PowerChart information.
Staff will use the ‘724 Access Viewer’ icon to launch the downtime viewer and
follow instructions for use attached to each downtime viewer computer.
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I.

3.

Extended Downtime
a.
b.

c.

d.

e.
f.

4.

See below for Outpatient Procedures.

If the problem is not resolved within one hour, the brief outage recording on
the Help Desk phone will be replaced with the extended outage recording.
The Help Desk will notify the Assistant Director of Nursing on duty and the IT
Downtime Group by activating the Team “IT Group” pager number. This page
will alert the CIO and the on call IT Administrator.
http://it-oncall.uhmc.sunysb.edu/oncall_schedule/oncall-itadmin.htm
A Command Center will be established at the discretion of the Assistant
Director of Nursing with input from the IT Downtime Group. This command
center may be located in the OVP conference room or the I.T Training room off
level 3 room 133A.
The Help Desk will direct the Switch Board to announce, "The STARS Cerner
PowerChart System is unavailable. This is an Extended Outage, please follow
Downtime Procedures.”
The Help Desk will send an email notifying all hospital staff that the Downtime
is extended.
Help Desk personnel will make follow-up calls to the Assistant Director of
Nursing to provide a status report every hour while the system is down.

Recovery Communication
a) Following downtime, and when the normal production database is functioning, the
Help Desk will arrange an overhead announcement that the system is available, and
send an updated e-mail.
b) The Help Desk will also notify the Assistant Director of Nursing that the system is
available.
c) The Help Desk will revert back to the standard greeting phone message.

SECTION II: STARS/POWERCHART DOWNTIME PROCEDURES
10/3/2017
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A. IMPACT OF STARS/POWERCHART DOWNTIME:
During periods when the STARS/PowerChart system is not available for clinical documentation of
patient care will be documented on paper downtime forms which are located on the Web at
the following link: https://sbmapps.uhmc.sunysb.edu/sites/nursing/Resources/Pages/NursingCerner-Downtime-Forms-2011.aspx.
During STARS/PowerChart downtime all clinical applications will not be available to access or
record information. As a result, the following electronic documentation functions cannot be used:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Providers, Nursing and Ancillary documentation in Forms, IView, MAR, Task Lists, PAL,
CareCompass, Patient Education, Depart, SBAR
Computerized provider order entry (CPOE), Provider Notes, Medication Reconciliation,
Pharmacy order processing
Lab, Radiology, Cardiology, Pathology Results Review, Clinical Notes, Forms Browser
Message Center, Rounds Lists
Charge Services

B. PREPARATION FOR SCHEDULED STARS DOWNTIMES
Current planned downtime policies and procedures, to include forms, will be maintained in all
effected departments and readily available to staff 24/7.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

10/3/2017

In addition to easy access on the Web, a 72 hour supply of downtime clinical
documentation forms and order requisitions will be available in each department at
all times and readily available. These forms can be acquired via the link:
https://sbmapps.uhmc.sunysb.edu/sites/nursing/Resources/Pages/Nursing-CernerDowntime-Forms-2011.aspx.
The Help Desk will notify all employees of the planned downtime using email and
overhead announcement from the Switch Board.
Printed MAR for each inpatient nursing unit will be available through the Help Desk
and distributed from the Nursing Office. Please note, printing of the MAR requires
approximately 40-60 minutes. Patient Rounds List will be printed at the request of
CMIO/CNIO and made available through Nursing Office.
In advance of downtime, Nursing can print reports for patient care from the STARS/
PowerChart file menu. e.g. all active orders, results
Nursing will ensure that the eMAR tasks and task lists are updated 2 hours before
downtime begins.
All staff will stop entering orders 60 minutes before the planned downtime is
scheduled to begin.
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C. CLINICAL DOCUMENTATION PROCEDURES DURING DOWNTIMES

Clinical documentation procedures used by providers, nursing and ancillary staff are the same for
scheduled and unscheduled Downtimes.
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

All clinical documentation of patient care delivered by Healthcare Providers, Nurses
and Ancillary Staff will document on appropriate downtime paper forms.
A note identifying the date and time that paper documentation began should be
documented by the nurse on the downtime form. In addition, an entry will be
generated by the system, when restored, for the electronic record documenting the
occurrence and the date/ time the system is restored.
Labels will be printed from the DAS system by clinical staff and placed on the manual
requisitions
Orders will be documented by providers on the ancillary department’s paper
requisition form and Faxed to the appropriate department. Phone notification may be
used in addition to the paper requisition, as needed.
Medication Orders and Consults
a) Providers will document medication and consult order using the physician
order sheet or progress note sheets.
b) Medication orders will be sent to the pharmacy via Rxe-view (accessed on the
FAX unit) so that the Pharmacist can verify and manually enter and fill the
order. TPN orders will be entered into the BAXA by the TPN pharmacist. The
pharmacist will keep the hard copy medication order form for back entry of
orders when the system is available.

6.

Medication Administration will be documented by Nursing and Respiratory using the
paper MAR. As in the scheduled downtime, paper MAR for each inpatient nursing unit
will be available for printout from the PageCenter LRS system utilizing UHMC Domain
password or the generic password obtained from the Nursing Office. No other paper
documentation is to be used for recording the administration of medication to
patients.

7.

Provider and Nursing Care will be documented on paper progress sheets and flow
sheets.
Test Results will be obtained as follows:
a.
The Laboratory and Blood Bank will send STAT and Urgent test results to the
unit using the pneumatic tube system.
b.
The Blood Bank will call the unit to notify clinicians of the availability of STAT
blood products
c.
Radiology test results will be placed, as a wet read, into PACS. Providers will
access results directly from the PACS imaging system.
Read Only Database is used during downtime to view Orders and Results completed
before the downtime began.

8.

9.

10/3/2017
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10.

11.

ED Tracking Board will not be available and it will be replaced by grease boards using
the steps below:
a.
The ED staff will access the STARS/PowerChart Downtime Application
b.
Patient names as they appear in the Downtime application will be copied onto
the grease board.
c.
New patients and patient movement will be tracked with manual updates to
the grease board.
Respiratory
a.
Nursing will page Respiratory with all new routine and stat orders during a
downtime.
b.
Orders will be written on generic physician order form. Respiratory will check
order forms on the unit and initial. Respiratory will pick up the yellow copy of
the orders and bring them to the Respiratory department.
c.
Respiratory uses a paper treatment cards to document treatments during a
downtime.
d.
Ventilator changes will remain on the paper flow sheets.

D. Fetal Link Documentation Procedures for Downtimes
FetaLink is an application used to actively monitor fetal activity in pregnant patients on the Labor
and Delivery and Antepartum units. There are three different scenarios which can occur during a
downtime and are described below.
1A. Impact of FetaLink during Power Chart Downtime
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Access to FetaLink is still available in read-only mode. The system displays the words
"Downtime Mode" in the status bar of the FetaLink application. The system is considered in
Downtime Mode until the system re-authenticates with PowerChart.
Finalize Episode, Patient Archive, and Printing options are disabled. Patients will move to a
hold bed and finalize will fail.
Extended View displays up to 24 hours of patient history data.
An Un-associated patient can be monitored but not associated.
Strip annotation is available, but the annotations do not post to IVIEW until the system is
back up.
P2DA (patient to device association) will not be available; patients currently associated will
stay associated. Staff must run paper strips and dissociate patient after Powerchart is up.
Patients not associated to a monitor during down time, will be monitored at the device level
only.
Patients must be re-associated during the recovery period.

1B. Nursing Staff Responsibility During Downtime
a. Run Paper Strips, label appropriately
b. If this is an unplanned downtime – The nurse is to call the HELP desk and inform them what
workstation is affected or if all workstations are affected.
10/3/2017
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c. Document on paper down time log: patient name, MRN, encounter, time on and time off the
monitor, room location.

1C. Nursing Staff Responsibility During Recovery
a. Re-launch the FetaLink application and sign in
b. For patients associated prior to downtime who have completed, open the patient strip from
the hold bed, and click finalize.
c. For patients being monitored at the Device level, check the written log, launch P2DA and
retroactively associate them to the time they began on that device. If the patient was on
multiple monitors, use P2DA to retroactively disassociate the first device, then retroactively
associate the second device and finalize when appropriate.
d. Each nurse will be responsible for finalizing the strips for their patients in their area even if the
patient is discharged i.e.: Triage, L&D, RR. Triage will experience the greatest impact as
multiple patients can be in the same rooms.
e. The Charge nurse for each shift is responsible for reconciling all strips for finalization at the
end of the shift.
2A. Impact of CAMM Downtime and FetaLink
a. CAMM (a server located in Kansas City) can be down alone and Cerner Millennium and
FetaLink Up. FetaLink will still associate but an error message will display “Unable to Make a
Call to Archive”
b. Creation of Start and Stop of Episode –FetaLink will still associate but an error message will
display “unable to make a call to archive”
c. Finalize Process for Active patients will fail – patient will move to a hold bed, finalize will fail.
d. Central Monitoring will still be available
e. Archival storage Retrieval – Archive will be non-functional
f. Extended View will only display 24 hours of historical data
2B. Nursing Staff Responsibility During Downtime
a. Begin of Downtime: **Call the Help Desk and tell them the error message, “Unable to Make a
Call to Archive”
b. A detailed log of each patients start and stop times and the device in which they are
associated during that period will need to be started
c. Nursing Documentation will continue in PowerChart
d. Physician Documentation will continue in PowerChart
2C. Nursing Staff Responsibility During Recovery
a. For patients associated prior to CAMM downtime, open the patient strip from the hold bed, and
click finalize.

10/3/2017
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b. For patients associated during the CAMM downtime, turn on the Fetal Monitor they were
associated to, retroactively associate them back to the start time recorded in the log,
retroactively dissociate them to the stop time. FINALIZE
c. Each nurse will be responsible for finalizing the strips for their patients in their area even if the
patient is discharged i.e.: Triage, L&D, RR. Triage will experience the greatest impact as
multiple patients can be in the same rooms.
d. The Charge nurse for each shift is responsible for reconciling all strips for finalization at the
end of the shift.
3. Impact of FetaLink Down and Cerner Millennium (PowerChart) and CAMM is up.

3A. Nursing Responsibilities During Downtime
a. Call the Help Desk and tell them FetaLink is Down. Is it one workstation or many? Is Powerchart
up?
b. Run Paper Strips
c. Document on paper down time log: patient name, MRN, encounter, time on and time off the
monitor, room location.
d. Continue Nursing Documentation in Powerchart.

3B. Nursing Responsibilities During Recovery
a. Re-launch FetaLink and sign in.
b. Patients associated prior to downtime and their monitoring is completed: open the patient strip
from the hold bed, re-associate and FINALIZE.
c. Patients associated prior to downtime and are still being monitored, the association will stay
and data will start to flow to data base as long as the CE remained in the room.
d. Each nurse will be responsible for finalizing the strips for their patients in their area even if the
patient is discharged i.e.: Triage, L&D, RR. Triage will experience the greatest impact as
multiple patients can be in the same rooms.
e. The Charge nurse for each shift is responsible for reconciling all strips for finalization at the
end of the shift.

E.

SURGINET/ANESTHESIA DOWNTIME PROCEDURES
1.

Impact of SurgiNet Downtime

Clinicians using the SurgiNet application of STARS/PowerChart have documentation
requirements specific to their workflow, particularly in the intraoperative area. The following
procedures address the impact of downtime on surgical documentation including:
a) Surgical appointments cannot be scheduled during SurgiNet downtime, nor is it
possible to view existing appointments or print schedules.
b) Case Tracking Board does not operate during SurgiNet downtime.
10/3/2017
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c) Documentation of intra operative nursing care or surgical services cannot be done in
SurgiNet.
d) Charge services are not available
Preparation for scheduled SurgiNet Downtime
a.

Every evening, surgical secretaries print daily schedules (20) for the next two
days for the Operating Rooms
b.
Every evening, Ambulatory Surgery Center (ASC) schedulers prints schedules
for the ASC for the next seven days.
c.
Navigate to Surgery Sharepoint for surgical preference cards. The Surgical Sharepoint is
available to all surgical staff and is available on the SBUH Web Site. SBUH ASC OR RNs and OR Techs
SBUH OR Leadership SBUH OR Nursing Station Clerks SBUH OR RNs
https://sbmapps.uhmc.sunysb.edu/sites/Reporting/ProcedureList/Reports/Forms/AllItems.aspx
d.
Surgical preference cards can be printed as needed from the Sharepoint by all
surgical staff. In addition, they will be printed in advance of scheduled
downtime.
2.

Downtime Procedures for SurgiNet and Anesthesia
a) Both the paper schedule and surgical log are available to track changes in the
surgical schedule during downtime.
b) The surgical scheduler will modify the paper schedule as needed during
downtime.
c) If a surgeon or surgical office calls to schedule a case, the surgical secretary
may take down patient’s name, birth date, phone number, and name of
procedure needed, diagnosis, equipment needs and ordering physician and
record the information on the manual booking sheet.
d) If the downtime is greater than 4 hours (extended downtimes) scheduling will
be done by surgical secretary. The secretary will modify the printed schedule
manually or creating a new Excel or a Word document if a partial paper
schedule is not available.
e) All requisitions and downtime operative records are maintained. The paper
records are used for charging and are stored in the patient’s paper record.
f) Clinicians can use the Read-Only database to get patient information.
Clinicians will contact ancillary departments for up to date orders and results
information.
g) Patients who are discharged during downtime (ASC) will receive manual, hard
copy discharge instructions. Discharge instructions are on ASC Q drive and are
usually printed the night prior, if down on the night prior, instructions printed
the morning of procedure.
h) Nursing will document all nursing care on paper during downtime.

10/3/2017
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i)

Intraoperative documentation forms have been created and are available to
all surgical staff on Sharepoint.

https://sbmapps.uhmc.sunysb.edu/sites/Reporting/ProcedureList/Reports/Forms/AllItems.aspx

3.

SurgiNet Recovery
a.
b.

c.

Surgical secretaries will enter updated appointments into the SurgiNet
scheduling system and print a new schedule as needed.
Each nurse will enter all care given during downtime from the paper record into
STARS/PowerChart when the system is available. This data entry will support
charge services and surgical reporting.
Charges are entered when downtime OR records are entered into Surgical
PowerChart.

4. Downtime Procedures for Anesthesia
a. Paper schedule will be utilized from Surginet Downtime Process
b. Hand written Anesthesia “Pink Sheet” will be used to document all anesthesia
medications, fluids, vital signs, gases and any other care of the patient
c. All billing will be documented on paper billing summary and sent to billing
department.
d. All Pre-Op and Post-Op Notes will be documented on the appropriate paper
forms.
5.
Unscheduled Downtime Procedures for Anesthesia
a. Cases that have not yet started will use the above documented paper process.
b. Cases that are in progress will being the paper downtime process from the time the
downtime began and will continue through the unscheduled event.
i. A notation will be included on the paper process to reference the existing
electronic record prior documentation.
ii. Once the system resumes operations, an electronic notation will be made
on the electronic record to note the continuation of the record on paper.
c. Copies of the paper record will need to be sent to billing department and pharmacy
for reconciliation.
6.
Anesthesia Recovery
a. Any case completed on paper will remain on paper and scanned into the EMR.
b. Electronic records started but completed on paper will be finalized with the addition
of a notation regarding a reference to the paper record for a complete anesthesia
record. The paper portion will be scanned into the EMR.
F.

ANCILLARY DEPARTMENT ORDER ENTRY DURING STARS DOWNTIME

Department specific orders, placed during Downtime, are entered into the appropriate system during
Downtime by the ancillary department staff as specified below:
10/3/2017
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1. Laboratory orders are placed on requisitions and will be collected by rounding
phlebotomists or sent to the lab via pneumatic tube system (scud)
2. Lab specimens collected by nursing in the unit will include requisition in the plastic
collection bag. The lab staff will enter orders into the Sunquest system.
3. Radiology orders Faxed to the radiology department with a MRN will be entered by the
radiology IT staff into Centricity IDX (also referred to as RIS or the Radiology Information
System). Data from Centricity will cross over to the radiology imaging system PACS.
4. Pathology orders are placed on requisitions and sent to Specimen receiving via pneumatic
tube system (scud).
5. Blood Bank orders are placed on requisitions and sent to the Blood Bank via SCUD system.
The Blood Bank staff will enter the orders into the HCLL Blood Bank System from the
downtime requisition.
6. Dietary orders will be called to the department with food allergies. During the call Dietary
will instruct the caller to place orders in STARS once downtime is over. Dietary staff will
enter orders manually onto the Downtime Log sheet and into CBORD.
7. Endoscopy orders will be scheduled by a Fellow who will enter the appointment into the
IDX Scheduling System. When the orders system comes back up then the Endoscopy staff
will back order the order into STARS. This will cross to Olympus and results will come back
and post to STARS. If STARS is down for more the 3 hours then manual reports will be
issued.
8. Occupational and Physical Therapy (OT/PT) orders will be documented on the
"Occupational Therapy/Physical Therapy/Physician's Order Sheet" and then faxed to the
OT/PT Department.
9. Speech and Hearing orders will documented on a paper order form will be faxed to the
departments. All STATs require a phone call
10. EEG/EMG orders will be written on physician order form and faxed to the department.
For outpatient orders the department will use the written prescription. All STAT order will
require a phone call. EEG/EMG will transcribe the order into a log book
11. EKG orders for EKGs done on the unit will be documented by nursing and providers using
the paper order sheets. Orders for EKGs that will be done by the EKG department will be
placed on a downtime order requisition.
12. Echocardiography – Echocardiography orders be called into the department. When the
patient arrives in the department for the procedure, a paper worksheet is filled out. At
the time of the procedure, patient identifiers are entered into the Centricity system for
results. The order will be entered into Centricity by the staff and will cross to the Syngo
system for images. .
G. CLINICAL RECOVERY AFTER STARS DOWNTIME
1.

10/3/2017

Paper documentation from downtime is maintained in the patient’s paper record and
serves as the legal record for the period of time that the electronic patient record was
not available. Clinical staff will ensure that all paper documentation is signed and
secured as part of the hard copy medical record. All paper documents will be scanned
into the Cerner Scanning WQM System following discharge via Medical Records
Department.
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2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

A system-wide communication order will be sent by IT to each open encounter. The
message will read: “System downtime occurred on “Date” from “Start Time” to “End
Time”. This communication order will remain in the EMR as documentation of
downtime period, and to alert reviewers that there is a paper or scanned component to
the chart.
Ancillary department orders do not need to be reentered into STARS Cerner PowerChart
System. During downtime, the following ancillary departments enter orders into
ancillary systems: Lab, Respiratory, Social Services, OT/PT, Speech/Hearing, EEG/EMG,
Cardiology, and Radiology. These orders DO NOT need to be reentered into STARS
Cerner PowerChart.
Batch charge entry (BCE) should be entered and up to date.
Nursing will enter the following documentation into STARS/PowerChart following
downtime:
a) Task Lists will be completed within 4 hours of recovery.
b) The last set of vital signs will be entered within 4 hours after Downtime.
c) Orders for Nursing care, Diet, and EKG will be entered by Nursing.
d) Nursing will review all medication orders entered by pharmacy during
downtime using the STARs/PowerChart nurse review function.
e) Nursing will enter all medication administered during downtime into the
STARs/PowerChart eMAR.
f) Nursing will enter totals into IView I&O from the paper I&O form.
g) I&O and EMAR entry will maintain continuity in the EMR and it will support
charge capture for medication administration. The paper record however, will
serve as the legal record of documentation for I&O and administration.
h) If a shift has ended, the nurse on the next shift will enter the data in proxy and
comment that the proxy entry is required due to a downtime.
i) Surgical nurses will reenter all care given during an operative procedure. Each
nurse will enter care given during downtime from the paper record into
STARS/PowerChart when the system is available. This data entry will support
charge services and surgical reporting.
Pharmacy
a.
Orders sent to the Pharmacy during downtime via Rxe-view will be entered
into PharmNet by Pharmacy staff when the system is restored. These orders
will appear in STARS/PowerChart on the Orders tab and the eMAR.
b.

7.

10/3/2017

TPN orders
Pharmacist will enter the order from the hard copy order form.
The order will be entered by the pharmacist and this order will be
routed to ordering physician inbox for co-signature.
Order will be modified to reflect the compounder calculation and also
routed to the ordering physician for co-signature.
Charges will drop after order is charted
Laboratory
a.
During Downtime, lab staff placed orders from manual downtime requisitions
into the Sunquest system to process patient tests. When STARS/PowerChart
Page 14
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8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

10/3/2017

is back on line, the orders and results placed in Sunquest during downtime will
cross into STARS/PowerChart and be available for viewing.
Pathology
a.
During Downtime, the lab staff processed orders based on manual
requisitions. When STARS/PowerChart is again available, the orders are
placed into STARS by the lab staff cross into STARS/PowerChart and be
available for viewing.
Blood Bank
a.
During Downtime, the Blood Bank staff will place orders from manual
downtime requisitions into the HCLL System to process patient test and, or, to
prepare blood products.
b.
When STARS/PowerChart is available, the orders entered into the HCLL Blood
Bank System will automatically cross into STARS/PowerChart to be available
for viewing.
c.
Orders entered into HCLL will be viewable on the Blood Bank Orders Tab.
d.
Blood Bank test results and product status can be viewed on the Results/
Flowsheet under the Blood Bank tab.
Dietary
a.
Dietary will cancel all verbal orders manually entered in CBORD during
downtime.
b.
Nursing will enter dietary orders into STARS from the physician’s written order
sheet.
PT/OT
a. Following downtime, the PT/OT staff will enter orders into
STARS/PowerChart if the STARS system becomes available during their
shift.
b. If the system comes up after the shift, the faxed copy of the PT/OT
requisitions forms used to place orders during downtime will be
batched. The batched requisitions will be given to the PT/OT clerk for
batch charge entry the next day.
Invasive Cardiology
a.
Reports from Sensis will be used to enter charges post-catheterization into
STARS/ PowerChart using batch charge entry.
b.
Procedures will be entered into STARS in a “completed” status by department
staff.
Non Invasive Cardiology
a.
Nursing will enter EKG orders, with physician name and reason for study, into
STARS/PowerChart so that results can be viewed in the EMR.
b.
The EKG staff will reconcile EKG studies against orders received in the MUSE
system.
c.
The EKG with order information is reviewed and confirmed by cardiology in
MUSE and charges are dropped.
d.
Orders and results will cross over into STARS/PowerChart from MUSE when
complete information is available and the EMR is restored.
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14.

EEG/EMG
a.
The department secretary will enter orders into STARS from the order sheets
faxed to the department during downtime.
b.
In cases where results are needed during downtime, the provider will prepare
a hard copy report.
c.
Documented results will be entered into the system when available by the
provider and routed for electronic signature, as needed.
d.
Downtime reading would depend. If the EKGs are able to be transmitted into
the MUSE system, the cardiologists will still confirm the EKGs without orders
and department will manually bill after the system comes back up. If the EKGs
are not able to be transmitted into the MUSE they are stored until the
gateways come back up. If they would need a stat reading we would have to
page a cardiologist to physically look at the paper EKG and write their
confirmation on the paper EKG.

15.

Respiratory
a) Respiratory will enter all respiratory treatment, and department,
orders into STARS/PowerChart following downtime.
b) Respiratory will enter all ventilator orders into STARS after
Downtime. These orders will be routed to the Provider inbox for
signature.
c) Respiratory will address the tasks generated from the back orders and
use the paper treatment cards to document the treatments on
Powerforms.
d) ABG results will be entered on the ABG Powerform from the analyzer
result printout after downtime.
e) Charges will generate from the signed Powerforms

16.

17.

10/3/2017

Speech and Hearing
a.
The department will use faxed downtime order forms to enter the orders into
STARS following a downtime.
b.
Charges will be placed following downtime.
Outpatient Ambulatory Downtime/Recovery Process
a.
All clinical documentation of patient care delivered by Providers, Nurses and
Ancillary Staff will be documented on appropriate downtime paper forms.
b.
Following downtime, paper forms will be scanned into Cerner Powerchart.
c.
Unless charges have been entered directly into Patient Keeper, all chargeable
orders should be back entered into PowerOrders.
d.
All medications should be back entered into PowerChart. (Including In Office,
Prescription and Historical medications)
e.
All associated charge and medication tasks must be completed.
f.
Whenever possible update Problems, Procedures and Family History.
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SECTION III: DOWNTIME IN RELATED SYSTEMS
A.

Cerner Patient Management (PM) DOWNTIME

The Cerner Patient Management (PM) System is used to manage registration, admission, discharges,
transfer functions, as well as billing services. The complete system is referred to as Cerner PM.
Admission, discharge and transfer functions are referred to as ADT. When these systems are not
functioning, a number of patient registration and reporting systems are not available.
1.

Impact of Cerner PM System Downtime
a.
b.

c.
d.

2.

New patients cannot be registered into the electronic system and changes in
patient registration status will not be recorded.
Any admission, discharge, transfer or patient registration revision that occurs
during a Cerner PM downtime will NOT be electronically recorded or available.
This includes charge entry, medical record coding, ‘day-end jobs’, ancillary
charges and daily reports.
STARS/PowerChart order entry and on-line documentation will NOT be
impacted for patients already registered in the system.
All patients who are registered during a downtime of Cerner PM will not
display in STARS/PowerChart. Therefore, order entry and clinical
documentation for these patients will need to remain on paper downtime
forms.

Scheduled Cerner PM Downtime
a.

Inpatient Procedure
1. Patient Access will assign new patients a new medical record number (MRN)
after a thorough search using the application MRN search function in Citrix.
2. The MRN used during Cerner PM downtime (new and old) will be
documented in the downtime log book beside the assigned encounter
number.
3. Bed Control staff (4-2591) will assign the encounter number for all inpatient
admissions.
4. Labels and armbands (2 sheets) will be made manually using the downtime
Formfast function for admissions and Emergency Department patients.
5. Cerner Capacity Management (electronic bed notification system) is
unavailable at this time. All admissions, transfers and discharges are called
into Bed Control.

b.
10/3/2017

Emergency Department Procedure
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1.
2.
3.
4.

3.

Extended Cerner PM Downtime
a.
1.
2.
3.

4.

b.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

c.

10/3/2017

Emergency Department Registrar will assign the encounter number for
all patients registered to the ED.
New patients will receive a new MRN after a thorough search using
the downtime MRN search function in Citrix.
All MRN’s, new and old will be documented in the downtime log book
beside the assigned encounter number.
Two (2) sheets of armbands and labels will be made manually using
the Formfast system for every patient in the Emergency Dept.

Inpatient Procedure
Patient Access will assign new patients a new medical record number (MRN)
after thorough searches using the downtime MRN search function in Citrix.
Bed Control staff (4-2591) will assign the encounter number for all inpatient
admissions.
Cerner Capacity Management is unavailable at this time. All admissions,
transfers and discharges will be called to Bed Control and documented on
appropriate log sheets.
The Census report for the hospital will be run by Bed Control prior to a
planned downtime.
Emergency Department
ED Registrar will be responsible for assigning and recording all encounters for
all ED patients.
New patients will receive a new MRN after a thorough search using our SMS
downtime MRN search function in Citrix.
The MRN will be recorded with the assigned encounter number in a
Downtime Log Book.
Registration will use a downtime paper registration form to obtain patient
demographic and insurance information.
Labels/armbands (2 sheets) will be made manually using the Formfast
downtime function for every patient in the Emergency Department.

Outpatient Registration Process
1.
Outpatient Department registrars will assign all encounters registered
to outpatient clinics.
2.
New patients will receive a downtime medical record number after a
search using the Downtime MRN search function in Citrix.
3.
If a patient has an existing MRN, the Shift will advise registrar of the
MRN.
4.
All MRN and encounter numbers will be recorded in the MRN and
Encounter Downtime Log Books.
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5.
6.
7.

4.

Recovery from Downtime
a.
b.
c.

c.
d.

B.

Registration staff will use a downtime registration form to obtain
demographic and financial information.
The registrar will copy insurance cards and patient’s license and attach
to the downtime form.
Downtime registration forms will be kept in a downtime folder.

IT will notify Patient Access that the system is available.
Patient Access staff will enter all inpatient admissions and
registrations that occurred during downtime.
When the Patient Access staff completes the entry of all admissions and
registrations that occurred during downtime then Patient Access will notify IT.
IT will bring the system back up house wide.
Patients that were transferred or discharged during downtime will be up
updated in the system by unit clerks.
Patient Access Bed Control staff will conduct reconciliation after downtime to
ensure that all registrations and admissions are accurately reflected.

INTERFACE ENGINE DOWNTIME

One of the many functions of the ORION Interface Engine is used to connect STARS/ PowerChart
electronic patient record to other related and required systems such as the ADT system and the
systems used by Radiology, Cardiology, Lab, Pharmacy, Blood Bank, Dietary. When the Interface
Engine is not available, information does not flow between these systems and is not available for use
in STARS/ PowerChart.
1.

Impact
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

10/3/2017

Clinical documentation in STARS/PowerChart is NOT impacted when the
Interface Engine is not available.
Admission, discharge and transfer information (ADT) does not move from the
Cerner Registration to other ancillary systems.
Orders are not delivered from STARS to ancillary departments nor are lab
results delivered from the lab into STARS.
Patient transfers will not cross from Capacity Management to Siemens.
Ancillary charges are not transferred from STARS/PowerChart through the
Interface.
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2.

Scheduled Interface Engine Downtime

Interface Engine Downtime Procedures
The Help Desk will page Hospital ADN to notify them
of the downtime and contact the Switchboard to
make an overhead announcement
The Help Desk will disable order entry for Labs,
Blood Bank and Radiology in STARS.
The Help Desk will disable inbound and outbound
interfaces for SunQuest LIS System, Interfaces 6, 7,
21.
The Help Desk will verify that there is not a backlog
of ADTs to Cerner, Misys, or Blood Bank before
proceeding with downtime
The Help Desk will bring down outbound orders
interfaces.
The Help Desk will work with Blood Bank staff to
disable HCLL interface
Ancillary departments should use applications
without inbound transactions
Clinical documentation is not affected in STARS, and
should continue despite the downtime
Consults within STARS and FirstNet will be sent
Cerner CAS on-call person will go into iCommand
and restrict outbound transactions from Capacity
Management

3.

Downtime greater
than 4 hours
√

√
√

√

√

√

Labs, Blood Bank,
Radiology only
√

All Interfaces
√

√

√

√

√

√
√

√
√

Unscheduled Interface Engine Downtime
a.

b.
c.

10/3/2017

Downtime 30
min. to 4 hours
√

The Help Desk opens an AHD ticket for the outage and updates every 30
minutes. The ticket stays open until the problem is either resolved or assigned
to support group for resolution
The Help Desk will triage the problem, the call the appropriate support
(Interface ON CALL or UNIX ADMIN ON CALL) and report the problem.
The Help Desk will contact the IT Admin on call immediately during normal
working hours. Off-hours and weekends, the Help Desk will call the IT Admin
on call after 30 minutes of outage.
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d.
e.
f.
g.

h.

The Help Desk will follow the Notification Document to alert key staff about
this outage
The Help Desk will send out a broadcast message and update their web page
about the outage.
The Help Desk will call the Page Operator to page the Assistant Director of
Nursing to report the interface engine problem.
After these resources have confirmed the Interface Outage, the Help Desk the
instruct the Switchboard to announce the follow information overhead:
University Hospital Interfaces are unavailable
FirstNet Quick Registration is not available for the ED.
Capacity Management is not available for patient transfers.
After 30 minutes of unscheduled INTERFACE ENGINE Outage, the Help Desk
will :
- Disable order entry on STARS for Labs, Blood Bank and Radiology
- Inform the Cerner AS to go into iCommand to restrict outbound
transactions
- Check Sunquest LIS Interfaces 6 and 7 to make sure all
outstanding ADTs and orders have been processed. Stop
Sunquest LIS Interfaces 6, 7, 21.
- Follow instructions in SOP to Stop HCLL Blood Bank Interfaces
- Page Dietary support at 733-6823 or short range 7851
- Call Pharmacy to speak to supervisor, record their name and tell
them they need to page the Pharmacy rotation to put PYXIS
machines in override
- Contact the ED (4-6704) report problem to Charge Nurse
- Continue to update the Notification System message every 30
minutes and send a final message / page when problem is
resolved.

4. Interface Engine Recovery
a.

10/3/2017

The Help Desk will:
Verify that the engine is up and running with all communication points
active
Start the ADT interfaces from STARS
Start the ADT interfaces to SMS
Contact Cerner AS to go into iCommand to un-restrict outbound
transactions
Contact the Switchboard to make an overhead announcement that
Cerner FirstNet quick registration and Capacity Management are
available
Start the ADT interfaces to SunQuest and Blood Bank
Monitor all other ADT interfaces to verify they are working and
queues are diminishing
Verify that all ADT transactions have processed for Cerner, SunQuest
and Blood Bank
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-

-

-

C.

Startup STARS outbound orders interfaces. If the downtime was 4
hours or less then the Help Desk will bring up the outbound Lab, Blood
Bank, and Radiology interfaces. If the downtime was greater than 4
hours then the Help Desk will bring up all outbound interfaces.
Verify that orders to Misys are processing and will start up the Misys
outbound interfaces. The orders will be started after the Lab
outbound since SunQuest will not outbound an OSU or result without
the order number.
Verify that Cerner orders to HCLL Blood Bank System are processing
and will work with Blood Bank staff to bring up the results interface
Enable order entry for Labs, Blood Bank and Radiology
Turn off routing Dietary requisitions to printer DTYA
Page the ADN, the ED Charge Nurse and the Switchboard that the
downtime is resolved.

ENTERPRISE WIDE SCHEDULING (EWS)

Departments that use the Enterprise Wide Scheduling System will not be able to schedule new
appointments or change existing appointments. In addition, the Anesthesia departmental will not
receive daily schedule reports to upload.
1. Impact of Enterprise Wide Scheduling (EWS) Downtime
a.

The following departments use EWS and would not have access to the
scheduling system:
Patient Access
Radiology
Non-Invasive Cardiology
OB-Labor and Delivery
Ambulatory Surgery Center (ASC)
Main Operating Rooms
Pre-admission Testing
Oncology Outpatient
Radiation Oncology

2. Preparation for Planned EWS Downtime
a.

-

10/3/2017

All other departments will prepare schedules so that the department will have
access to the most up to date schedule information. It is recommended that
all departments print at least 5 days of future schedules after the close of
Central Scheduling.
The departments will use these schedules in the event of a Downtime to make
and manually record new appointments and schedule updates as they occur
during Downtime.
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3. EWS Scheduled and Unscheduled Downtime

4.

a.

Scheduling for Hospital Admissions, Ambulatory Surgery Center (ASC)
Scheduling will be done manually, on hard copy by Central Scheduling
for any downtime regardless of length.
Schedules will be created manually for those areas and distributed in
the normal manner.
During a downtime of 2 hours or less, the Central Scheduling
Department will take patient names and phone numbers to contact
callers when the system returns.
During downtimes that last more than 2 hours, but not extending to
the next day, callers will receive a message advising them of the
downtime, suggesting they call again later. Callers will be given the
option of speaking with a scheduler at any time for further
information.
Scheduling during a downtime of 24 hours or more will be handled by
Central Scheduling by manually scheduling future appointments.

b.

Scheduling for all other areas
Schedule requests for departments other than Hospital Admissions
and ASC will be transferred to department that schedule.

EWS Recovery
a.

D.

Central Scheduling and all departments will enter new and update
appointments into the appropriate system.

CAPACITY MANAGEMENT DOWNTIME

The Capacity Management System is used to manage and track the movement of patients, equipment
and custodial services. Downtime procedures for several scenarios that impact the Capacity
Management System and clinical documentation will be described in this section.
1.

Capacity Management Downtime

This section will define the procedures used when the Capacity Management system is not
available and all other systems are functioning normally.
a) Changes in bed assignment and patient transfers must be done in Cerner
PM.
b) Transfers ‘in process’ status at the time of downtime will not complete.
Data entered into Cerner PM will automatically process into Capacity
Management and STARS Cerner PowerChart when the system becomes
available.
10/3/2017
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c) Clinical staff will use telephone and pager communication to request
custodial and transport service. Custodial and Transport staff will
document requests, work starts and completions on paper.
d) When systems are available, Bed Control and Unit Clerks should confirm
the accuracy of admissions, discharge and transfer in Capacity
Management.
2.

Cerner PM or Interface Engine Downtime and Capacity Management

This section will define the impact and procedures used when the Cerner PM System or the
Interface Engine is not available and both the STARS Cerner PowerChart and Capacity
Management Systems are available.
a.

b.

c.

10/3/2017

Cerner PM or Interface Engine Downtime and Admission, Transfer and
Discharge in Capacity Management
Capacity Management cannot be used for patient transfer when the
Cerner PM System is not available. Users will need to log off the
system. The paper tracking process (log books) must be used for
admission, discharge and transfer during ADT downtime.
The Help Desk will inform IT of the Downtime. IT will notify the SBUH
Cerner Application Specialist on-call or designee.
SBUH Cerner Application Specialist will:
 “Flip the flag” in Capacity Management prevents staff from
sending Transfers from Capacity Management to STARS/
PowerChart.
(The location of the preference is documented in the Capacity
Management training folder under W:\IT-HIS\dbsys\Data
Warehouse project\Application Specialist Training\Interface
Documents\Capacity Management.)
 SBUH Cerner Application Specialist on-call will disable First Net
Quick Registration
Cerner PM or Interface Engine Downtime and Discharge in Capacity
Management.
Users should use the discharge log book during the downtime
When Cerner PM becomes available, discharges should be
manually entered. These transactions will automatically update
from Cerner PM into Capacity Management.
Cerner PM or Interface Engine Recovery for Admission, Transfer and Discharge
in Capacity Management.
The Help Desk will follow the existing recovery process for ADT
When Cerner PM becomes available, admissions and transfers should
be manually entered from the log book into Cerner PM. These
transactions will automatically update from Cerner PM into Capacity
Management.
Admissions will come through interface and flow to Capacity
Management when Cerner PM becomes available.
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E.

OUTPATIENT SYSTEM - IDX
1. IMPACT: Cannot arrive patients, change insurance/demographic information and record copays in IDX. Schedule and Registration (new appointments only) interfaces stop .
When possible, print paper schedule from IDX
a.
Arrived patients:
Front Office staff will indicate that the patient has arrived on the
provider’s paper schedule
b.
Change insurance/demographic information:
CPMP Mod representative (where one is on-site) will photo-copy
insurance card if change is needed.
If demographic information is to be changed, the mod rep will
document the changes on paper.
c.
Record co-pay in IDX:
CPMP Mod representative (where one is on-site) will collect the copay and completes a receipt of payment.
Copy of receipt given to the patient.
RECOVERY
a.

b.

c.

d.

F.

Once ADT’s to STARS Cerner PowerChart are up to date, the SBUH
Cerner Application Specialist will “flip the flag” to allow transfers into
Cerner PM.
When the Interface Engine is restored the existing recovery process is
used.

Arrived patients:
When IDX is brought back on-line, the front office staff will arrive the
Patients in IDX scheduling
Change insurance/demographic information:
When IDX is brought back on-line, the mod representative will update
IDX BAR with all pertinent insurance and demographic information.
Record co-pay in IDX:
When IDX is brought back on-line, the mod representative will enter
the co-pay information into IDX BAR.
IDX Schedule and Registration interfaces:
When IDX is brought back on-line, CPMP IT Staff will notify UH Help
Desk that the IDX Schedule and Registration interfaces have been
reset.

OTHER RELATED SYSTEMS DOWNTIME
1.

Radiology

The IDX IMAGECAST/PACS systems or the Radiology Suite provides for radiology order entry,
charge services and results documentation.
a.
10/3/2017

Impact
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2.

The Radiology System will not have updated information on patient
admission, discharge and transfer
Results documented during the Radiology System Downtime will not
be available in STARS Cerner PowerChart
Results documented in the non-invasive cardiology system (Kinetdx)
will not be available in STARS.
Radiology orders placed in STARS will not be passed to, and therefore
not available in, the Radiology System. In addition, orders placed in
STARS will not be available in the non-invasive cardiology system
(Syngo).
Radiology charge services will not be available in Siemens.

b.

Downtime Procedures for Radiology
Radiology IT staff will route Radiology Request printing from STARS so
that request forms print in the Radiology Department.
Downtime Radiology Request Forms should be utilized.
Interface Engine Downtimes – IT will disable Order Entry on STARS
Cerner PowerChart. Downtime Radiology Request forms will be used.
SMS Downtimes – Order Entry continues on Cerner for existing
patients; for new patients downtime requisitions will be used.

c.

Recovery
When system is available, Radiology staff will reconcile downtime
orders completed within the Radiology Systems and the STARS Cerner
PowerChart System.

Laboratory System Downtime

The Sunquest System supports the work of the Microbiology, Pathology and General
Laboratory services.
a.

b.

10/3/2017

Impact
Laboratory results for micro, general lab and pathology will not be
accessible in STARS
Charges for these laboratory services will not pass to the Interface
Engine for processing
Laboratory Downtime Procedures
STARS/ PowerChart Downtime - The Help Desk will disable laboratory
order entry into STARS/PowerChart. If the downtime is planned
then the Help Desk will also disable ADT and results interfaces to
Sunquest.
Interface Engine Downtimes – IT will disable order entry into
STARS/PowerChart, as well as ADT and Results interfaces to Sunquest.
SMS Downtimes – Lab order entry will stay up for one hour. For
new patients not registered in STARS/PowerChart, downtime
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requisitions will be used. For downtimes greater than 1 hour, IT will
disable order entry into STARS/PowerChart.
3.

Blood Bank System Downtime
The Blood Bank’s HCLL System supports the work of the Blood Bank, processing
orders in STARS/PowerChart , as well as delivering test results and blood product
information to clinicians. During an HCLL Downtime these services are not available.
The Blood Bank will process STAT or urgent requests with the assistance of a separate
read only database- APBC.

a.

b.

4.

Impact
Blood Bank results do not flow to STARS/PowerChart
The Blood Bank does not receive orders from STARS/PowerChart
Downtime Procedures
 Orders will remain in STARS/PowerChart and the Blood Bank will
recover these orders when HCLL is brought back up.
 Cerner Downtime: Blood Bank IT specialist will bring down the Blood
Bank interface during normal business hours. IT will execute a Blood
Bank stop interface script during all other hours.
 Interface Engine Downtime: Blood Bank IT Specialist will bring down
the Blood Bank interface during normal business hours. IT will execute
a Blood Bank stop interface script during all other hours.
 SMS Downtime: Blood Bank order entry will remain up for one hour.
 For patients that are not in STARS/ PowerChart, downtime
requisitions will be used.
 For downtime of greater than I hour, IT will disable order entry in
STARS/PowerChart.

Dietary System Downtime
The CBORD System is used by dietary to process dietary orders for patients placed into
the STARS system.
a.
b.

5.

10/3/2017

Impact
- Dietary does not receive orders from the STARS System
Downtime Procedures
- Interface Engine Downtime: The Help Desk will reroute dietary orders from
STARS to the DTYA printer.

Eclipsys
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When the Eclipsys system is not available, the STARS/PowerChart link to Eclipsys
scanned images will not function.
G.

Bridge Medical Downtime
Bridge Medical is an application used to positively identify patients and the
administration of human milk/specialty formula through the use of barcoding.
There are two scenarios that will be described below, planned and unplanned
downtime.
1. Impact of Bridge Medical during Power Chart Downtime
a. During a downtime of Power Chart, users will not be able to access Bridge
Medical.
2. Nursing Staff Responsibility for a Planned Downtime
a. Nursing staff will prepare all bottles necessary during a downtime, this
includes receiving bottles, performing status changes if appropriate,
combining bottles and preparing/fortifying bottles.
b. Labels will be printed out for each patient with human milk/specialty
formula in anticipation of incoming milk.
c. If appropriate, administration of milk in Bridge Medical should occur prior to
downtime.
d. During downtime, nursing staff are to record human milk/specialty formula
onto the Breastmilk Barcoding Downtime Form using either preprinted Bridge
label or hospital label using consecutive whole numbers beginning with “1”.
e. Each bottle logged is verified by two RNs (initials on the form) to include
state received and pumped date/time.
f. Addition of HMF is noted on form, if applicable.
3. Nursing Staff Responsibility for an Unplanned Downtime
a. If pre-printed Bridge Labels are not available, hospital labels are to be used
for all incoming human milk/specialty formula.
b. All actions to bottles during downtime will be recorded on the Breastmilk
Barcoding Downtime Form.
c. Each bottle logged is verified by two RNs (initials on the form) to include
state received and pumped date/time.
d. Addition of HMF is noted on form, if applicable.
4. Nursing Staff Responsibility During Recovery
a. After downtime, nursing staff will reconcile bottles in Bridge Medical.
b. If bottle was received into Bridge Medical prior to downtime, click on
discharge bottles on the Bridge Medical menu. Scan the bottle and choose
“Given during downtime” from the Discharge location drop down menu.

10/3/2017
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c. If bottle was not received into Bridge Medical and was not administered
during downtime, receive the bottles into Bridge Medical using the pump
date/time.
d. If bottles are not properly labeled using Bridge Label, print labels and then
receive them into Bridge Medical.
e. If bottles were received and administered during downtime, they do not
have to be received into Bridge Medical.
f. Click browse bottle history and check to make sure all available bottles are
appropriate.
g. Completed Breastmilk Barcoding Downtime Forms are placed into the
patient’s medical record.

H. WIRELESS NETWORK DOWNTIME
1.

Network Outage Procedures
a. Help Desk will send out email that the problem is being acknowledged and triaged
more information will come. Once determined what the issue is a second email will be
send with details and assurance that technicians are working on resolution. Help desk
will send periodically updates with estimated timeframes for resolution. Upon
reaching a solution they will send a final message stating that the issue has been
resolved
b. When wireless networks are down on your unit/floor/remote clinic, please proceed
to the nearest hard wired PC. If this is a Multi floor/unit/clinics please precede to
downtime procedure mentioned above.
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